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Bearded seal

Ringed seal

(Erignathus barbatus)

(Phoca hispida)

Ribbon seal
(Histriophoca fasciata)

Spotted seal
(Phoca largha)
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2007

2008

Observer-based surveys
Bering Sea
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Limitations/Considerations of helicopter surveys
•Altitude constrained by species identification (400 ft)
•Air speed constrained by species identification (95 kts)
•Narrow time window to find and identify seal species
•Low altitude causes disturbance
•Trackline constrained by safety considerations
•Challenges measuring and accounting for observer
error with both detection & species misidentification
(Conn PB, et al. 2008)

•90,000 images collected – 200 seals
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2007

2008

2012

2013

1.8 million photos
700+ hours thermal video (5.4 TB)
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NMFS permit 19309

NMFS permit 19309
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X
2007

2008

2012

2013

ChESS: Chukchi-East Siberian Survey
2016
Machine vision color and cooled LWIR
1 million pairs of color and thermal photos

BOSS: Bering-Okhotsk Seal Surveys
2012 & 2013
Digital SLRs & entry-level LWIR
1.8 million photos
700+ hrs thermal video (5.4 TB)

2016

2021

JoBSS: Joint Beaufort Sea Survey
2021
Added UV cameras, image alignment, infight
processing with deep learning models

Image Processing Progression
BOSS: Bering-Okhotsk Seal Surveys

ChESS: Chukchi-East Siberian Survey

JoBSS: Joint Beaufort Sea Survey

2012 & 2013
Digital SLRs & entry-level LWIR
1.8 million photos
700+ hrs thermal video (5.4 TB)

2016
Machine vision color and cooled LWIR
1 million pairs of color and thermal
photos

2021
Added UV cameras, image alignment,
infight processing with deep learning
models

Data: completely independent

Data: managed together

Data: synchronized and aligned

Shifted from manual to barely
semi-automated hot spot detection

Refined semi-automated hot spot detection

ML: IR-RGB region trigger models (YOLO)

Detection probability: 94%

Detection probability: 96%

Detection probability estimate: 96%

Processing time: 1-2 years

Processing time: 6 months

Processing time: 3 months?
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Aircraft:
Thermal cameras:
Color cameras:
UV cameras:
INS:

NOAA Twin Otter or King Air A90
cooled LWIR 25mm lens (FLIR A6750sc SLS)
machine vision 29 MP, 100mm lens (Prosilica GT6600c)
machine vision 16 MP, 105mm UV pass lens (Prosilica GT4709 monochrome)
Applanix POS AVX 210

Target altitude:
Survey speed:
Swath width-color:
GSD-color:
GSD-thermal:

305 - 365 m (1000 - 1200 ft)
130 - 170 kts (fuel efficient/max range)
340 - 420 m (1115-1375 ft)

1.71-2.13 cm/pixel
20-23 cm/pixel
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In-flight System (KAMERA)
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Data Collected In-flight
Raw data acquisition:
•Synchronized IR, RGB, UV images
•Metadata at the time of each image set:
•Timestamp
•INS data (aircraft location & attitude)
•Effort, as specified by operator
•Log file (changes to the system & operator notes)
Processed data:
•IR & RGB detection files:
•Image name
•bounding box
•detection (IR: hotspot, RGB:seal species)
•detection score
•Image footprints
•detection footprints
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Estimating Detection Probability
Preliminary model evaluation (single test flight)
●
●

Manual review of color imagery resulted in 77 known seals
IR-RGB model detected 88 confirmed seals
Detection Probability
Known seals found by IR model:
75
0.97
Known seals found by IR - RGB model:

74

0.96

Final detection probability estimate
● Survey subsample: Random start, every 15th color frame, all flights
● Reconcile with final database
● Calculate species specific detection probability and contribution to variance
● Incorporate into abundance estimation model
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Observer (2007-2008)

Instrument (2012-2021)

Altitude

400 ft

1000-1200 ft

Speed

95 kts

130-200 kts

Track length

< 10,000 km (44 flights)

15,000-18,000 km (< 30 flights)

Effective swath width

350 m

340 - 420 m (color)

Data

Written record

Animals detected from millions of
image sets via algorithm

Availability

Haul out model (telemetry data)

Haul out model (telemetry data)

Species misidentification

Double observer

Repeated sampling (<700 seals)

Conn PB, et al. 2013

McClintock BT, et al. 2015

Distance sampling with adjusted
detection probability at g(0) from
double observer trials

Test model against a set of animals
detected through an independent
review of color imagery

Ver Hoef, et al. 2014

Conn PB, et al. 2014

Incomplete detection
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Long range goals
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Pitfalls and Solutions
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Time Costs
The first 90% of the code accounts for the first 90% of the development time.
The remaining 10% of the code accounts for the other 90% of the development time.
Development of
In-ﬂight System

SOLUTIONS
●
●
●

Archive and QA/QC
of Imagery, Metadata

Collect Imagery and
Metadata

Completely Annotate
Imagery

-Tom Cargill

Development of
Annotation Tools

Prepare early and keep it as simple as possible.
Do your best to think through future steps -- instead of just working through the
immediate step in hand -- to streamline and to save time later.
Budget more time than you think you need.
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Data Collection Challenges
SOLUTIONS
●

●

●

Allow for extra time for testing
data collection prior to survey
efforts.
Work through processing steps
with test data to identify possible
sticking points.
Plan for annotation
management, even if you’re not
planning to use AI/ML for
automating detection now.
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Data Management Challenges
●
●
●

Managing and tracking different states of annotation
development across projects.
Handling errors in data and propagating corrections
throughout dataset.
Tracking changes to and adding new annotations to
dataset.

SOLUTIONS
●
●

xkcd.com

●

Establish data management plan and protocols early in
project (e.g., file organization and naming).
Store data in a database for easier access and for
querying capabilities.
Automate processes within data management workflow,
where able.
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Data Management Challenges
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Data Management Challenges
Database Considerations
●
●

●

●

We use a PostgreSQL database
Benefits
○ Centralizes data and management
○ Can develop customized queries for
accessing specific data
○ Works well with QGIS
Challenges
○ More overhead for maintaining
○ Requires custom forms for staff to view
and access data (Access front-end)
Alternatives
○ Keep orderly CSV files
○ Store data in an Access database
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Different Needs for Annotations
Annotations for
algorithm development

●

●
“Sightings” for
population
modeling

Algorithm development wants all
sightings to be annotated for training
models.
Population modeling wants only those
sightings picked up by detection model or
reviewer to account for detection rate.

SOLUTIONS
●

Come up with strategy for keeping
detections separate from one another
○ Labeling
○ Different attributes
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Lots of Background Imagery
●
BOSS
(2012-13)

ChESS
(2016)

Total # of RGB
Images

1,754,174

994,570

# of Images
with Seals

7,905

5,133

# of Images
without Seals

1,746,269
(99.5%)

989,437
(99.4%)

PROJECTS:

●

Development challenging
because of increased false
positives in background imagery
Storage issue!

SOLUTIONS
●
●

●

We’re not there yet…
Running models in-flight to
reduce the number of images
collected.
Use a subset of background
imagery (those images without
annotations) when training.
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Communication and Terminology
●
●

Communication between biologists and developers,
including terms and technology.
Understanding and communicating nuances in the
data.

SOLUTIONS
●
●
●
●

Clearly define terms!
Have continuity with developer(s), when possible.
Develop detailed metadata for sharing nuance.
Establish communication strategies that work for
both parties (e.g. Slack, email, messaging).
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Pitfalls and Solutions: Expectations vs Reality
●
●
●

How easy it might be to develop a detection
algorithm (or an image collection system)...
What is required for development...
How long something will take to do (for both
developers and biologists)...

SOLUTIONS
●
●
●

Set realistic expectations and reasonable
timelines.
Have regular check-ins regarding timelines,
tasks, progress, etc.
Expect the unexpected, things to go wrong,
and for things to take longer than you’d like.

welovecycling.com
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The Machine Learning
Development Process
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Goals for ML integration
●

Detect and classify multiple ice-associated seal species and polar bears.

●

Be able to run at 2 frames(2 x IR, EO, UV) per second on a 1080 TI GPU.

●

Be faster than manual counting methods while being accurate enough(?) to
utilize in population assessment.
Still has yet to be
well defined.

●

Be usable in a GUI interface.
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512 px

●
●

30,000 Seal annotation, ~2/3rds are boxes ~1/3 point annotations, annotated in both color and thermal data.
○
~4,000 Bearded seals, rest are ringed seals.
○
~2,000 ‘Unknown’ seals
Few hundred polar bear annotations.
Inconceivable amount of background.

4384 px

●

6576 px

640 px
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Dataset

Label height (pixels)

Label/bounding box sizes (rgb labels)

Label width (pixels)
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ML Development Process

The
“real world”

Measure

Preprocessing

Dimensionality
Reduction

Model Learning

Model Validation
Testing/
Analysis/
Deployment

Cameras
Microphones
Thermometer
Annotation

Noise filtering
Feature extraction
Normalization

Feature selection
Feature projection

Classification
Detection
Clustering
Regression
Description

Cross-validation
Bootstrap

Everything depends
on the data!
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Model Testing & Evaluation
●

●

●

●

●

Before development split into a Test Set and a
Development (Dev) Set for the algorithm
developer/s to use.
Better if developer is given a split than creating
their own. Split the data into a Training Set and a
Validation Set.
Validation and Test Sets should be
as representative of the data
collected as possible.
Dataset
Regularly testing on the Test Set
during ML development introduces
a human bias into the model.
If adding data to test set should be
able re-run older models easily if
wanting to compare progress.

Model Development /
Testing

Train Set

Dev Set
Validation
Set

Test Set

Model
Evaluation
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Model Development

The
“real world”

Train Set

Measure

Preprocessing

Dimensionality
Reduction

Validation
Set

Model Learning

Model Validation
Test Set

Testing/
Analysis/
Deployment
Cameras
Microphones
Thermometer
Annotation

Noise filtering
Feature extraction
Normalization

Feature selection
Feature projection

Classification
Detection
Clustering
Regression
Description

Cross-validation
Bootstrap
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Preprocessing Infrared (IR) Image Normalization

Raw image (16-bit)

After normalizing to (8-bit )

x-bit image just means the # of bits used to describe each pixel in the image. 16-bit can represent 2^16 values for each pixel
37
or values on the range [0, 65,535]. 8-bit can represent 2^8 values per pixel so values in the range [0, 255].

Preprocessing Example of Image Chipping/Tiling & Challenges
Definitely don’t want seal to always be in the middle of a chip,
position in chip should be as random.

Chips are fairly small, often seals cut between two chips.
Multiple methods for dealing with this, but what’s best?

Often chip with some overlap, do we care if an animal is
sometimes in two or more chips? What % of animal has to be
on a chip to include an annotation for it?

What to do if ‘unknown seal’ in same chip as other classified
seals?

How should we pick a chip size and stride?
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Preprocessing Image Augmentation

Original image chip

Example augmentations
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Preprocessing Point annotations → bounding box automation
Start with point annotations

Generate 20x20 pixel boxes around point.

Output final box proposals

Extract Crop

If have detector already,
even better! Detect and
match with points.

Thresholding (Percentile)
Find borders/contours
Extrapolate boxes
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Preprocessing Missing Labels

Ensemble to propose
new “weak” labels (not
human reviewed) but
chosen by consensus.

Train new model with
the training data
including the new
weak labels.

Model 1

Train Set

Improved
Train Set
Model 2

New
Model

Model 3

“Weak Labels“
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Importance of tracking preprocessing steps

Model 1

●

Model 2

Model 150

Multiple iterations of training, analyzing, and improving models will be required. Often the main
thing that changes is the training data a model is trained on(Feature Engineering). Want to track
how that training set was generated.
○ Chipping scheme
○ Augmentations used (for augmentions during train time I usually just track the augmentation parameters)
○ Class distributions
○ Lots of different goal-specific class/label/image trickery that is done (ex. UNK Seal)

Some useful tools, there are a lot of options. Area of rapid development.
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Project SDK Making data more accessible/usable
I’ve found it extremely valuable to, over time, build up a SDK around interacting with our data. From any python
project/notebook/experiment I can interact with data. Even if survey formats are different from year to year this acts as a
standardization layer for interacting with the raw data, saving a LOT of time.
Essentially an extension of an ORM(python-sqlalchemy).
Example:
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Processing Pipelines Luigi! Processing as DAGs

github.com/spotify/luigi
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Model Development YOLO - You Only Look Once
1.
2.
3.

Speed quite literally off the chart,
YOLOv3 is fast.
Comparable results to other
architectures
Compatible with our deployment
system (VIAME)

YOLO models are generally trained in the
Darknet framework written in C and C++.
There are Python implementations but take a
bit of a toll on speed.

YOLOv3: arxiv.org/abs/1804.02767
Original YOLO: arxiv.org/abs/1506.02640

Dimensionality reduction is taken care of
since we are using a convolutional neural
network.
● Great Visualization of how convolutions
select features.
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Model Development The YOLO Grid

(Above) YOLO detected object only in the 2nd scale
(Below) YOLO detected object only in the 1st scale
Issue if objects are spatially dense.
YOLO proposes at most 1 bounding
box per grid cell.
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Model Development The YOLO Grid

13x20

26x40
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Model Development Small objects/High density
Thermal bounding box dimensions
(relative to image dimensions)

Experimented a bit to find an optimal grid size for detection at 64x80,
with each cell being able to propose a detection for an 8x8 pixel region.

For thermal imagery I found we only
need a single YOLO layer. Objects are
very similar in scale, a single grid size
should be able to handle this distribution
of sizes fine.
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IR Model Architecture YOLO - You Only Look Once

80x80
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RGB Model Architecture YOLO - You Only Look Once
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Model Development YOLO - You Only Look Once

Label height (pixels)

Label/bounding box sizes

YOLO Anchor box dimensions for
rgb/color labels. Chosen using
k-means with k=9.

Label width (pixels)
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Model Development Challenges Dealing with class imbalance

○
○
○

●
●

Sample with replacement + augmentation
GANs
Proceed with caution

Downsample
Train separate model for each class
○

Won’t solve the problem of not having enough data

Class distribution in a training set

Occurrences

Small number of a certain class relative to other class or classes is called
a class imbalance. Leads to model learning more representations of the
larger classes and less of the smaller ones. Common issue, no one size
fits all solution. Some solutions:
● Use Focal Loss - Give smaller classes more voice in outcome
● Synthesize data

What I ended up doing for our project was:
1.
2.

Training a seal model using focal loss
Training a separate polar bear model sampling with replacement
as we have so few polar bear labels.

Class label
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Model Development Challenges Missing Labels

This is the YOLOv3 loss function. One thing we can do is reduce λnoobj to penalize model less for
false positive detection if lots of missing labels in dataset.
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Model Training
Useful to do a last check and visualize distributions(do not ignore outliers for this) to
ensure nothing is off, I’ve caught many pre-processing or other data errors this way.

Training Set Overview (Color Labels)
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Model Training
●

●
●

While training find a good interval to regularly
calculate the validation set mAP (mean Average
Precision)
Loss should go down mAP should go up.
Real time plots like this are very useful as allow for
experimentation which often quite quickly displays
poor results. Since training these models can take
days want to halt a run early if loss is not going
down or mAP stops going up to allow for faster
model development/experimentation. Could
probably automate this.
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Validation
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Validation Challenge Missing Labels
Even though the Test Set (hopefully) does not have missing labels, the Developer Set might, and if it does
that means the Validation Set is missing labels as well. Makes validating a model really difficult as results
aren’t reliable. Something detected that is correct may be marked as a false positive.
False Positive
True Positive
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Model Development Choosing a deployment pipeline
Detection and classification approaches
•Hot spot detection in IR, manual classification in color imagery (2012, 2013, 2016)
•IR detection triggers analysis of paired color image

•IR detection triggers analysis of the associated
region of color imagery

•Fusion of imagery allows all data to be considered
during model training and image processing
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Model Testing
1.
2.
3.

The final pipeline is run against all test imagery.
Proposals are manually reviewed and matched up with ground truth labels.
The results are then passed to statisticians working on models for population
assessment.

Still need to study human matching vs algorithmic matching for our testing. Algorithmic
would be preferable.
I need to treat pipeline as the model. Learned there is huge dependencies in how a pipeline
is structured with how different models perform(strengths/weaknesses). Evaluating
individual models is not as good as evaluating the whole pipeline during the model
development cycle.
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ML Deployment
Ensuring that the end users of the models are able to use the models, and have the required tools for processing the
results of the model. So before anything starts good to: Identify how you need to use the model.
● Will it need to be run in the field? (Edge computing, power restricted computing)
● Will you need the ability to run the model on demand?
● Does the model need to be in a specific format to work within your deployment system?

Some deployment systems:
● VIAME or other Kwiver extensions (this is how we do it!), nice because the deployed pipeline is immediately
compatible with Windows, Linux, OSX, and the web platform.
● Wild Me
● AWS Sagemaker
● GCP AutoML
● Kubeflow
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Summary and final points
●

●
●
●
●

Missing Labels is a challenge at all steps of ML model development (Preprocessing,
Model Development, Validation). It really makes a huge difference in the results and
the work required to create these models.
Start thinking about all the stages early. Collecting data with the intention of figuring the
ML out later will hurt.
There are a lot of parameters/variables to keep track of, spend time ahead of time
coming up with a good method for your team to track this information.
It’s really all about the data, good data makes this all possible.
You don’t need to understand how a model works to train a model. Lots of open source
frameworks that make it really easy and require minimal programming experience.
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Thank you!

NOAA UAS Program
NOAA S&T
NOAA AFSC
NOAA AFSC MML
USFWS
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